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To not comply with something or to prevent something

Resistance

Forms of resistance
Selfish Vs Selfless

Why/What they Resisted?



How It Works

Question will be presented on the board.

Analyze & Explain

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Somewhat 
disagree

Start here Somewhat 
agree

Agree Strongly 
agree



Chapter 1  
● Petition for protection of rights

● “And have reason to fear I may be annoyed by some 

individuals since I am mulatto”pg.5

● Witnesses

● Affidavit 

● Freedom 
 



Question

Do you agree with 
Olvera's decision 
making with the 

affidavit and thirst for 
expedition? Why? 1



Chapter 2
● Inhumane conditions 

● Abuse (psychological, physical, and sexual)

● Depersonalization

○  “None are referred to by name; instead each of the 

captives received a number.” (p. 26)

● Little George



Question

 2 Do you agree or 
disagree with how the 

slaves revolted? 
Was it Justifiable?



● Express themselves and experience pleasure

● Festivals embracing African traditions and mocking enslavers

○ “...they participated in Pinkster Festivals, where they mocked their 

enslavers, dressed like Europeans, gave political speeches, told stories, 

and participated in festivities involving dance, music and food.” (pg 62)

● Taking restrictions and refashioning them into new traditions

● Forced to cover hair with “handkerchief”

Chapter 3



Question

 3 Were the festivals and 
hairdresser necessary?



● With the closure of the Transatlantic Slave trade, Black women were 
sought after for reproductive purposes

● This lead to female black slaves becoming the backbone of 
sustaining and maintaing slavery

● That is until abolition which began in 1777 in the northern states

Chapter 4



● With abolition occurring, there were now children of ex-slaves that were born as 

a free person.

● Still forms of resistance were used to disascoiate from ex slavery. For instance the 

story Fredrick Bailey. Who self liberated and assumed the name Douglas.

● Others, Like Harriet Robinson Scott chose to fight in the courts for her families 

freedom.

● Bodily dismemberment was a gruesome way to resist slavery. By having limbs 

removed it lowered their value and could result in their freedom due to their lack 

of value.

Chapter 4



Question
If you were in the position of the 

women in this novel and you 
knew that there were ways to 
free yourself from this torture, 

how would you do it? Would you 
be selfish and become a slave 
owner yourself or try another 
tactic of rebellion so that you 

don’t harm others people of the 
same descent? 4



Topics:
-Olvera (her witnesses and why she needed an affidavit)
-Little George> Newton talking about why they threw woman off a ship(they knew about the condition) 2 questions for this one
-Black women took advantage of instability of the US to try to make their lives better 
-Petitions
-Enslaved Africans falling in love and marrying with ceremonies that had religious and biblical references
-Self-liberation

- Aside from the individual acts of resistance addressed above, Black women were involved in large-scale uprisings and group escape attempts as well. Women in the 
antebellum era boarded ships to freedom just as their counterparts in the Revolutionary Era had done. In the spring of 1848, for example, seventy-seven enslaved people 
attempted escape on the Potomac River by boarding a ship named The Pearl. Their destination was Philadelphia, but three days into their journey, they were caught and jailed. 
Among this group were several women including those with ties to Montpelier, a large plantation in Virginia. 

- With the prospect of separation from family or in the aftermath of a sale, grief led some to choose death or bodily dismemberment as their form of resistance.46 One enslaved 
woman from Maryland, who was described as “a most faithful servant,” attempted to kill herself after being separated from her husband. Francis Scott Key, writer of “The 
Star-Spangled Banner” and a well-known lawyer, provided the details in a deposition: “She was taken by the Trader into the City in a hack & I am credibly informed & believe 
that she attempted to kill herself by cutting her throat in the hack—The would

was sewed up in the city at George Miller’s tavern—I was told this by two persons who saw her afterwards.”47 However, we do not know the fate of this woman or the extent of 
her injuries. But we have evidence from a nineteenth- century physician, Jesse Torrey, that may address the outcome of this suicidal act. We learn from Torrey that even after 
she “cut her own throat,” and they mended it, “she completed her design of destroying her life, buy cutting it again [this time] mortally.”48

Another woman chose bodily dismemberment to interfere with a pending sale. She took “a cleaver, or some such instrument” and “chopped off one of her hands” in order to 
prevent a slave trader from taking her away from relatives. This woman’s tactic worked, and the “trader refused to take her.”49 A few decades later, an abolitionist traveling 
through Washington, DC, in July, 1835, wrote about a woman who attempted suicide after being separated from her husband. She was so distraught “she leaped from an 
upper window, falling upon the pavement, her limbs were broken in a shocking manner,” and the fall was so hard that she became “a helpless cripple.”50 

- Activism marked a key theme for Black women in antebellum America. They worked in abolitionist movements with whites in an effort to end slavery, and they were 
relentless and creative in their efforts to gain freedom for themselves and their families. By the time the Civil War started, free and enslaved Black women were never 
more ready to claim their freedom. 

-
- During the antebellum period, the rate of incarceration among enslaved women grew along with the development of the penal system. Being enslaved and 

incarcerated meant that Black women in correctional facilities faced a double layer of control. We have much to learn about their experiences behind bars during 
this time, including the complex response some had to incarceration. Harriet Jacobs, a North Carolina enslaved woman, saw jails as “sanctuaries of a sort from 
the horrors daily visited on her by a lewd and lecherous owner.”55 But jails also represented a place where enslaved and free Black people were whipped, 
paddled, and punished behind closed doors. In Savannah, Georgia, enslavers “sent their workers to the Chatham County Jail to receive punishments ranging 
from incarceration to public whippings,” as some did not want to tarnish their reputations for not beating their enslaved people.56 


